
Qualities of the Successful AJAS CEO 
 

As an executive search firm serving health care clients since 1986, we have conducted hundreds of leadership searches 

for senior care organizations in all management functions, of which about 50 were for CEOs.   Most of our clients are 

not-for-profit, mission-driven organizations, including many AJAS members. We have found there are many 

characteristics that lead CEOs (and other senior leaders) to be successful.  Among the most important… 

 

• Strong belief in your mission.  They must “Walk the Talk.” Pretty self-evident.  
 

• Understanding of Jewish culture and values.  This is clearly a “must.”  However, this does not mean that 
the CEO absolutely must be Jewish; several of the non-Jewish CEOs we have placed into AJAS 
communities have proven to be among the best CEOs those organizations have had. 

 

• A big-picture vision. She or he must see and understand the great number of factors (some not readily 
evident) impacting on your organization.   The best CEOs are tuned in at multiple levels: nationwide 
trends, local community pressures, geographic or regional influences, financial and operational issues, 
political factors, the labor market and so on. 
 

• Directionality.  This big-picture vision must regularly be trained on the future, lest it only yield capable - 
yet aimless - day-to-day operational management.  Where are they leading you and why? 
  

• Working well with the Board.  He or she is skilled at engaging with the board, accessing their 
work/wealth/wisdom while keeping a clear focus for the board. Transparency, communication, respect, 
meaningful dialog and investment in relationships are all important parts of working with boards.  

 

• Broad and deep community awareness.  He or she understands the complex weave of forces at play in 
the overlapping communities you serve.  But understanding is not enough; on some level the CEO must 
connect with the range of communities, even if through others. 
 

• Having the ability to rapidly zoom up and down.  The CEO of independent organizations like AJAS 
members must often deal with the most mundane, quotidian things…and a few minutes later shift to 
the big-picture strategic alluded to above.  The strongest CEOs gracefully “zoom” from one to the other 
effortlessly. 

 

• Being “Vigilant Opportunists” not afraid to take risks.  In the challenging senior care business with 
shrinking margins and deep-pocketed corporate competitors, the CEO of a free-standing nonprofit with 
limited resources must resort to resourcefulness, creative marketing, unexpected strategic alliances, 
developing new service lines, and entrepreneurialism to keep their organizations alive and healthy.   
 

• Projecting composure and professionalism.   How long can constituents have confidence in a CEO who 
doesn’t act like one?  Being upbeat and positive is essential to keep constituents engaged and excited. 

 

• Comfort as the “Public Face” of your organization.  The successful CEO must be outgoing, visible and become 
personally identified as your organization.  Where does the buck stop when an emergency arises? Here.   

 



• Understanding the numbers.  Financial and business acumen is essential for a CEO to accept full 
responsibility for running the ship.  A strong CFO is important, and a good CEO must know enough about 
the numbers to optimize this partnership. 

 

• Being “Perpetual Recruiters.” Attracting strong board members, new clients, talented employees and 
deepening connections to the community is a never-ending sales job! 

 
There are other important elements to a C-suite leader being successful such as people skills, managerial 

effectiveness, sensitivity to residents and their families, authenticity, confidence with appropriate humility, being 

a team player and so on.   

 

Bottom line, being CEO of an independent not-for-profit senior care business is a tough job!  If you’ve got a good 

one, do your best to keep him or her! 

 

 

 

 


